The purpose of this amendment is to add an EPA index to the solicitation that is more applicable to item E as follows:
Changes to the Solicitation:

1. The heading for the first index identified in Section B.3 is changed from "Index for CLINS A, B, E, and F" to "Index for CLINS A, B, and F".

2. The following paragraph is added to Section B.3 after the paragraph identifying the index to be used for CLIN D:

   **Index for CLIN E**
   Index: USDA Market News Weekly Weighted Average Price, THIGH MEAT--FRESH
   Note: Under “Find Results, Report Number:” enter “NW” in the XX field, “PY” in the YY field, “029” in the 100 field, and select “GO”. Select the archived report for the Friday immediately prior to the date for which the index is being calculated.